Small World

This is a short romantic story. Maya, and
Talia stared off into the distance their
silence settling uneasily between them.
Since elementary school these girls had
done everything together...until now. This
was the summer of their senior year and
while they are excited to be setting off into
the wide world they will be going to
different colleges and be many miles from
each other. The weight of their decisions to
attend separate colleges was just setting in
with the reality of summer ending. They
were sitting now where they had spent their
summer tanning at the beach near their
homes in Charleston, South Carolina.
Golden sun kissed skin and what should
have been bright smiles but instead gloomy
faces peered out from underneath their sun
bleached hair. The sun was setting, casting
a warm glow on the long stretches of sand
when the girls sighed and wearily gathered
their belongings together to head for home.
As they walked past the many colored
houses of Charlestons rainbow row Maya
paused remembering riding their bikes here
together as children. Maya was pulled back
into the present when Talia turned to her
and said Come on Maya. We cant put this
off any longer. I still havent started packing
for college yet and I have to leave out in
two days. I know, but Im gonna miss you
so much. Why do things have to change so
fast? Maya replied. Talia shrugged her
shoulders and started once more plodding
towards her street. Maya sped up a little
to keep pace with her. Maya was staying
in Charleston for college planning
eventually to go through the medical
college and become a pediatric oncologist
treating children with cancer. Meanwhile
Talia was going all the way across the
country to the University of California,
Berkeley for legal studies in hopes of later
going to law school.
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Based on the phenomenally successful Small World fantasy board game with over 500000 copies sold! Take control of
insanely fun fantasy race & specialAccess an exclusive network of like-minded members, attend 1000+ events, make
friends while travelling and enjoy first-class privileges.Small World Money Transfer offers a fast and easy service select
the Bank to transfer money, or a location you want to send money to, with the best rates/fee.1st Place,. Bram van den
Broek, et al. 2nd Place, 2017. Havi Sarfaty. 3rd Place, 2017. Jean-Marc Babalian. 4th Place, 2017. Teresa Zgoda. 5th
Place, 2017Small World Food is a worker-owned, cooperative bakery and fermentery located in Rochester, NY. We
handcraft our foods using traditional techniques, and useOur innovative network software solutions are primarily based
on Smallworld Core Spatial Technology. This revolutionary, object-oriented, database-drivenEnvia dinero con Small
World es facil y seguro. Realiza tus transacciones a cualquier parte del mundo y moneda con las mejores tasas.Send
money safely online and on our free mobile app worldwide to over 200000 locations. Quick, secure and
convenient.Smallworld 2, the 2010 As dOr Game of the Year, has come to life on screens. Discover a world full of
Dwarves, Mages, Tritons and many more fantasticalWorld leaders in international money transfers. Online money
transfer solutions for businesses from Small World. Best foreign exchange rates for businesses at Small World.The
Photomicrography Competition is open to anyone with an interest in microscopy and photography. The video
competition, entitled Small World In MotionThe small-world experiment comprised several experiments conducted by
Stanley Milgram and other researchers examining the average path length for socialThe Nikon International Small
World Competition first began in 1975 as a means to recognize and applaud the efforts of those involved with
photography
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